LIGHT EFFECTS

Moving Heads

DMH-200
Great power with huge LED!
It is one of the brightest moving heads
ever offered by Futurelight. The light
source, however, will surprise you. Inside
no discharge lamp is used, but a 200 watt
LED. This can easily replace MSR lamps
with 1200 watts of power. Even modern
discharge lamps like the Platinum 15R or
the Sirius HRI 280 are not inferior in light
output.
7,5°-40°

No. 51841975

FUTURELIGHT DMH-200 LED Moving Head
PRO beam/wash Moving Head with 200 W COB LED
and large zoom

With optional upgrade

112

Outstanding is the huge zoom range. With
the DMH 200, you can adjust the beam
angle from narrow 7.5 degrees to a very
wide 40 °. From the narrow beam in fog,
a huge projection on a screen can be seen
in a fraction of a second. In addition, the
spotlight has a stepless frost filter, which
you can also use as a washlight. Despite
the filter, the soft light is still bright and
assertive.

You can access a total of 14 images that
are on 2 gobo wheels. There are 7 rotating gobos on the first wheel and they are
interchangeable. Replacing these gobos is
quite easy, thanks to a slot system. You do
not ecen need special tools.
The choice of gobos is such, that you have
interesting images for both projections and
beam shows at your disposal. By the way,
if two gobos lie on top of each other, you
can use the motor focus to create perfect
morphing. The one gobo is thus like in a
cross-fade into the other gobo. With the
rotating 3-facet prism you can triple the
images and create an additional dynamic.
Colors are provided by 8 dichroic color
filters.
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